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Lee, L. (2001) Pog. Australia: Omnibus Books 
Pog is a young monster who is scared of children. Pog overcomes 

his fear when he meets Tom. 

McFarlane, P. (2001) Goat Boy. Australia: Penguin
Martin is autistic and in Martin’s world the only things worth 

noticing are goats. People are of little interest to him, even those who 
care and spend time with him. Even though Jack, Gabby, Matt and the 
gang ‘understand’ they fi nd it diffi cult to accept Martin’s strange ways 
until the goat boy rescues Matt on the mountain. 

Marchetta, M. (2000) Looking for Alibrandi. Australia: Currency 
Press

Josie is a scholarship student. She is smart, and popular and 
comes from an Italian family. Discovering who she is Josie must learn 
to come to terms with her heritage, with her own past and with who 
she wants to be. 

Maloney, J. (1993) Dougy. St Lucia: University of Queensland Press
In an Australian country town the Aborigines and white people 

live side by side, racial tension seethes below the surface. Dougy, a 
young aboriginal boy, struggling to understand, becomes caught up in 
a war fuelled by misunderstanding and stereotypes

O’Dell, S. (1990). Island of the blue dolphin. Boston: Houghton Miffl in.
A young Indian girl spends 18 years learning to survive and be 

happy on an isolated island off the coast of California. She learns she 
has a lot of courage and self-reliance.

Paterson K. (1978). The great Gilly Hopkins. New York: Crowell.
Eleven-year-old Gilly Hopkins is a foster child. To protect herself, 

she schemes against everyone who tries to help her. She does not dare 
let down her defenses for fear she will be hurt yet again.

Rippin, S. (1996) Speak Chinese Fang Fang. Omnibus books: South 
Australia

Fang Fang lives in Australia and her mother wants her to speak 
Chinese but Fang Fang won’t. Things change when her cousin Lily 
comes from China to stay

Spier, P. (1980). People. New York: Doubleday Books.
A delightful picture book expressing the richness of the differences 

among people around the world.
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INTELLECTUAL DIVERSITY

Crew, G. (2001) Arno the Garbo, Melbourne: Lothian books 
Arno lives in a junkyard, he smells like a junkyard and everybody 

teases him. But Arno has special talents. Gradually, everyone learns 
and appreciates just how remarkable Arno is. 

Fleischman, P. (1999) Weslandia Sydney: Walker Books
Wesley knows he is an outcast. He just isn’t the same as other 

boys. So when it comes time to choose a summer project Wesley decides 
to grow food and found his own civilisation. It isn’t long before 
Wesley’s creativity attracts attention.

Scott, V. (1986). Belonging. Washington, DC: Galludet College Press.
The adjustments and reactions by a 15-year-old girl who has 

become deaf after recovering from meningitis. 

Voight, C. (1982). Homecoming. New York: Scholastic.
After being deserted by both her mother and father, 13-year-old 

Dicey searches for someone who will take her in and care for her and 
her three siblings.

Voight, C. (1981). Dicey’s song. New York: Scholastic.
Dicey’s story of taking care of her three younger siblings while 

traveling from Provincetown to Chesapeake Bay to their grandmother’s 
house. Dicey discovers she needs a lot of love, trust, humor, and 
courage.

EMOTIONAL AND SOCIAL DIVERSITY

Andrease, G. (2000) Giraffes Can’t Dance. Australia: Orchard Books 
Gerald can’t dance and at the jungle dance all the animals laugh 

when it is Gerald’s turn to dance. And then Gerald fi nds his own style.
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Foreword

A ren’t all young adolescents diverse? Is it redundant to talk 
about the diversity in and among middle years students? After 

all, young adolescents develop tremendously in several critical 
areas between the ages of 10 and 15, most visibly in their physical 
development, but as importantly in their social, emotional and 
intellectual development. This diversity is the middle years story, but 
it extends far beyond these characteristics.

Young adolescents are also diverse in many other ways, some are 
obvious, such as race, ethnicity and socioeconomic status, and some 
less obvious but equally powerful ways including family structure, 
gender bias and a variety of exceptionalities. In Diversity and Young 
Adolescents, Elizabeth Dore explores the nature of diversity in young 
adolescents and its implications for schools and teachers in their 
classrooms. This down-to-earth examination of the factors that make 
young adolescents diverse is written in an easy to understand style, 
drawing on the signifi cant experiences of Dr Dore as teacher and 
university professor.

In addition to background information on the various types of 
diversity presented at the end of each section, the author provides a 
number of useful strategies for classroom teachers as they respond 
to the unique needs of all students. These strategies provide specifi c 
activities, possible assignments and resources for each of the major 
concepts presented. The savvy teacher will also recognise that many 
of the strategies are appropriate and engaging for students – as well 
as other teachers. An excellent annotated bibliography of professional 
resources, organised by category, is available at the end of the book. 
This will be used by many teachers to identify outstanding trade 
books for their students.

In life there are the doers, the people who always get things 
done, and the talkers who recognise what needs to be done but never 
seem to get around to doing it. Betty Dore has always been a doer. 
She cuts through the details of life and goes directly for what needs 
to be done. Just a few years ago, this educator was a classroom 
teacher, fi ne-tuning her classroom for her students and helping to 
make the middle years in her school into a functioning middle school. 
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All the while she was also completing a master’s degree in middle 
years education; then, without losing a beat she was off to complete a 
middle years doctoral program. 

Betty’s years as a classroom teacher and continuing work with 
her undergraduate students have prepared her well for writing 
this book. She knows a great deal about young adolescents, and 
she has worked with a variety of middle years students in diverse 
settings over the years. These experiences with real kids are refl ected 
throughout this book.

Yes, all middle years students are diverse – even those who do 
not appear to be. Read this book, savor it and use the excellent ideas 
presented here as you continue to work with this special population 
we call young adolescents.

     Edward N. Brazee
     Orono, Maine
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Introduction

Classroom teachers today are faced with a multitude of diverse 
conditions. No longer can they expect to face a group of children 

who are homogeneous in any way. Rather, they must be prepared 
to understand their students who may refl ect a variety of cultures, 
traditions and backgrounds. Every classroom will challenge teachers 
with these very interesting and diverse groups of youngsters. This 
book will be a stepping-stone to that understanding. It is intended 
as a supplement to other texts in middle school teacher preparation 
courses, but it may also be used by veteran classroom teachers 
looking for effective strategies to reach new and diverse classroom 
populations. It is a compilation of ideas old and new, concepts from 
middle years gurus, as well as from newcomers. Pre-service teachers, 
fi rst-year teachers, and veteran teachers will fi nd it useful in helping 
to develop lesson plans and in providing information about diverse 
classroom settings.

This is also a book for parents, guardians and anyone interested 
in young adolescents. It is for anyone confused about their thoughts or 
actions, and for those who want to understand and fi nd ways to help 
10 to 15-year-olds become successful young adults.

In its position paper on diversity, National Middle School 
Association (n.d.) says it this way:

 • The success of our nation and humankind itself depends on 
our collective ability to have mutual respect and appreciation 
of others.

 • Schools must model a community that is based on justice 
and the celebration of similarities and differences among its 
members.

 • Organizations must encourage diversity as they design 
policies and standards.

 • Organizations are strengthened by continued involvement 
of under-represented populations that may vary over time. 
(www.nmsa.org)
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Webster’s Ninth New Collegiate Dictionary (1993) describes 
diversity as ‘(1) the condition of being different, variety; (2) an 
instance or a point of difference’. When one thinks of middle school 
and middle school students, ‘a condition of being different’ certainly 
comes to mind. There are, however, a multitude of ‘differences’. Four 
categories, physical, intellectual, emotional and social, are often used 
when describing young adolescents; and these terms may be used to 
discuss diversity in the middle years and middle years students. 

Included in physical diversity are physical exceptionalities, 
stereotyping, racial, gender and geographic differences. Learning 
styles and abilities, family expectations and language (body language, 
cultural differences, voice, geographical accents and word or phrase 
connotations – based on geographical localities) are all included in 
intellectual differences. Emotional characteristics include values, 
ethnicity and religious preferences. Finally, social diversity includes 
sexual orientation, socioeconomic status, students at risk, family 
makeup such as one parent male, one parent female, divorce, death, 
adoption and cultural issues.

Miller-Lachmann and Taylor (1995) emphatically state the 
importance of learning to get along with all people:

The realities faced by all members of this global society 
mandate that we learn how to live and work together. At 
stake are the progress and survival of all inhabitants of the 
earth. Through knowledge and appreciation of our different 
cultures and by valuing every group’s contributions to the 
national and international societies, we can cooperatively 
fi nd solutions to the major problems that confront us. In our 
nation we need to prepare all children to become confi dent, 
independent, participating and contributing members. We 
cannot afford the cost of failure. (p. 1)

As early as 1895, psychologists including Hall, Gessell and 
Terman discovered that children from 10 to 15 undergo different 
physical and psychological changes that required different educational 
opportunities than were provided in traditional elementary and 
secondary schools (Hall, 1904). In the 1960s, William Alexander, 
known as the father of the middle school, advocated that American 
high schools make changes in order to meet the unique needs of young 
adolescents and introduced the term middle school.
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IX. Where do we go from here?

At the beginning of this book I described young adolescents 
– physically, intellectually, emotionally and socially – and then 

explained many of the routes they travel during this challenging 
time in their lives. It is important to celebrate their lives, all the joys, 
frustrations, ‘falling downs and getting ups’, their triumphs and even 
their losses, as these experiences will help them grow and develop into 
successful young adults. 

Diversity is an issue we are all faced with daily, whether in the 
community, the classroom or the workplace. Therefore, strategies and 
activities have been included in this book to assist readers in dealing 
with this diffi cult task. There are questions, problems, ‘whys and why 
nots’ and some answers and solutions. Can we fi nd solutions that 
will be positive for all concerned? I think we can. If each individual is 
committed to change as they learn, much progress can be made. If we 
continue to research, to study and to care about each other, and then 
actually put our ideas into action, I believe we can fi nd ways where 
everyone can benefi t. We must keep trying! We must keep educating! 
We must keep caring!
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George and Alexander (1981) report that the cognitive and 
intellectual skills that make their appearance in the lives of many 
middle years students not only infl uence the manner in which 
they are able to deal with academically oriented abstractions and 
orientations; these same skills also provide young adolescents 
with new abilities to use in examining their sense of self with 
their families, friends and teachers. Middle years students become 
increasingly aware of themselves and of relationships with others. 
Indeed, these human beings may be more aware of others during this 
period than during any other time of life. Not only are ‘Who am I?’ and 
‘Am I normal?’ persistent as questions, but also ‘Who do you think I 
am?’ dominates much refl ection and many relations (pp. 6–9).

More recent research also notes the unique nature of early 
adolescence. ‘The emerging adolescent is caught in turbulence, a 
fascinated but perplexed observer of the biological, psychological, 
and social changes swirling all around’ (Jackson & Davis, 2000, p. 6). 
Middle level students are acutely aware of the smallest differences 
between their peers and themselves; therefore differences in 
lifestyles, gender, race, culture, socioeconomic status and ethnicity, 
to name a few, would seem to be antecedents to diverse and distinct 
complications for these young adolescents. ‘Young people undergo 
more rapid and profound personal changes between the ages of 10 and 
15 than at any other time in their lives’ (NMSA, 2003, p. 3).

‘The big lie’, an idea conceptualised by Charletta Phillips, a 
teacher and clinical psychologist, is that ‘virtually all young people are 
told that they are inadequate because they are different ... it is during 
this time that middle level students compare themselves to others in 
almost every dimension of their development’ (Van Hoose & Strahan, 
1988, p. 21). 
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I. Who are middle years students?

The old and oft used cliché, ‘It is the best of times – it is the worst 
of times’ defi nes the lives of young adolescents. Turning Points 

2000: Educating Adolescents in the 21st Century (Jackson & Davis, 
2000) reports that young adolescents ages 10–15 face a period when 
their lives are surrounded by confusion, disorder, turmoil, chaos 
and steady change. Middle years students are acutely aware of the 
smallest differences between their peers and themselves. Have you 
ever noticed that every time middle years students walk down the 
hall they constantly jump to touch the top of the doors or ceilings? 
As Jim Garvin (1988) tells it, ‘It [is] important for them to see if they 
can touch something today they couldn’t reach yesterday. More than 
anything else, young adolescents need to develop a view of themselves 
as valuable, able, and responsible people’ (p. 26). 

Peter Scales (1991) contends that young people move through 
early adolescence establishing group identity that serves as a cocoon 
and that young adolescents, like the ‘terrible twos’ of infancy, also 
have ‘terrible toos ... too much, too little, too slow, too fast’ (p. 9). 
Young adolescents want too much, believe they have too little and 
think their world is moving too slowly, while they are intent on 
moving too fast – not only through their developmental stages, but in 
maturing from a happy-go-lucky, wanting-to-please young child to a 
serious, many times isolated or isolating young person. One day that 
young person may be absolutely sure of everything and the next day 
not sure of anything. Young adolescents fi nd themselves in situations 
where they are neither treated as children nor as adults. They fi nd 
themselves wanting to identify as individuals yet routinely conform 
to dress, attitude and activities of their peer groups. In conjunction 
with this newfound responsibility comes the ability to begin to reason 
about future life choices, develop respect for other human beings and 
refl ect on one’s own thoughts and actions. 
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Lipka, Beane and O’Connell (1995) recognise the benefi ts of 
service learning for young adolescents as they progress through their 
school years and into adulthood:

• planning and cooperation
• awareness of community problems and needs
• sense of self-worth through personal contributions to the   

 community
• sense of personal responsibility for quality of life
• taking active roles to meet real needs of others
• carrying real responsibility and making decisions    

 affecting others
• working collaboratively with adults
• working as a group toward a common goal
• having an opportunity to refl ect critically on experiences.

Make service learning a part of a good educational program 
at the middle years so that it becomes a habit that continues into 
adulthood.
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Characteristics of young adolescents

 • They are bright and curious.

 • They are sensitive and aware of how they are perceived.

 • They struggle with issues around ethnicity, race and 
gender.

 • They respond to support and exhortations to improve.

 • Many assume tremendous responsibilities in their families 
and church communities, causing them to be more adult-
like than many adults expect.  

 • They have high aspirations and want well-paying jobs; they 
do not know the instrumental steps to reach their goals.

 • They are loyal, care about what signifi cant others think of 
them and do not want to disappoint these people.

 • They respond to discipline, structure and consistency.

 • They respond to caring, fi rm, friendly adults they trust and 
respect and by whom they feel cared for and respected.

 • They work when what they are doing has meaning in their 
daily lives and will help them achieve a goal or a dream.

 • They learn and achieve when taught as if this is expected.

 • Their parents and families are concerned and will use 
suggestions and respond to coaching from teachers.

 • Their parents and extended families are proud when they 
do well and will support their efforts and achievements.

   (King, Hollins, & Hayman, 1997, p. 209)
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brother? No-one in that family is very bright.’ ‘You know how those 
type of kids are. Here today, gone tomorrow. No use in spending extra 
time with them.’ 

What chance do students with such labels have to become 
successful? We must address these biases when we hear them. We 
must be willing to speak up when we hear anyone degrading another. 
And we must take advantage of such occurrences to teach ourselves 
that as members of the human race we each deserve consideration 
and respect.

One school with students from many different cultures 
recognised that reducing confl ict was vital so students could focus 
their energies on acquiring knowledge and prepare for the fi nal 
years of school. A team of teachers organised a culture study that 
extended across the curriculum to ‘emphasise what each culture has 
contributed to humanity’. They further worked on reducing confl ict by 
recognising the multiethnic components in everyone’s background. ‘It 
is not enough to say that all students are different. It is not enough 
to try and understand what makes them different. Teachers must 
somehow reach students from all kinds of backgrounds with varying 
degrees of limitations and potentials’ (Reed, Bergemann, & Olson, 
1988). Emphasising, as the previous team did, what each culture 
had contributed to humanity is one way of reaching all students, 
regardless of their backgrounds.

The Dove Intelligence Test (1971) was developed to illustrate 
that standardised tests are biased. Test questions are based on 
phrasing, actions and experiences of African Americans. 

African Americans would most likely score well on this test, 
while young people from other backgrounds might not score as well. 
Likewise, it should be understood that young adolescents who grow 
up in an African American culture many times do not do as well on 
standardised tests used in schools today. There are many ways to say 
the same thing. If we are to address diversity in our classrooms, we 
must fi nd different methods of evaluation to reach all of our students.


